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MASS RELEASE INSTRUCTIONS FOR DECORATOR BOXES OR CAGES
TIPS FOR RELEASING BUTTERFLIES FROM YOUR DECORATOR BOX
Let your butterflies warm up for 35 minutes to one hour prior to releasing them. Untie your ribbons on
either end of the box, give it a gentle shake to encourage the butterflies to fly, and remove the lid. Watch
them flutter out, continue to shake the box to encourage any stragglers. Do not be afraid to touch the
butterflies, they are very gentle and fascinating to look at close-up.
TRANSFERRING TO DISPLAY CAGE OR RELEASE BOX
The butterflies will be shipped in individual transfer envelopes and will need to be transferred into the
display cage or release box. Transfer instructions are provided with your cage or box. To make it easier,
transfer them while cold and dormant. It is best to transfer them as close to your event as you can, but it
is normal to transfer them a few hours before the event. Some waste, in the form of red or gray spots, is
to be expected.
TRANSFERRING MONARCH BUTTERFLIES FROM ENELOPES INTO YOUR DECORATOR BOX
Your butterflies will be in envelopes in a florist box, inside the decorator box. Remove the florist box
containing your butterflies and replace the lid on the decorator box. To transfer them into your decorator
box, open the top of the decorator box by using the butterfly shaped Velcro tab, located under the silk
flowers. Place your hand, with the butterfly in the envelope, into the opening, pry open the envelope and
jiggle it gently to encourage the butterfly to flutter inside the box. Remove your hand and shut the lid.
Repeat with the remainder of envelopes.
Hints: Transfer your butterflies while still dormant. They will be sluggish and easier to handle. Transfer
your butterflies indoors, with one of the “windows” facing direct light. They will be attracted to light and not
try to flutter out.

